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Comedienne Carol Burnett looking surprised. Surprise is expressed in the face by the following features:
Eyebrows that are raised so they become curved and high. Horizontal wrinkles across the forehead. Pupil
dilation mydriasis [5] or pupil constriction miosis Dropped jaw so that the lips and teeth are parted, with no
tension around the mouth. Spontaneous, involuntary surprise is often expressed for only a fraction of a second.
It may be followed immediately by the emotion of fear , joy or confusion. The intensity of the surprise is
associated with how much the jaw drops, but the mouth may not open at all in some cases. The raising of the
eyebrows, at least momentarily, is the most distinctive and predictable sign of surprise. This suggests that
there are variations in the expression of surprise. More recent research shows that rasing of the eyebrows does
provide facial feedback to disbelief but not to the startle. Positive valence to surprise is shown through a
dilation or expansion of the pupil, where as negative valence in surprise is associated with pupil constriction.
Verbal responses[ edit ] Linguistics may play a role in the formulation of surprise. The Language expectancy
theory LET states that people develop norms and expectations concerning appropriate usage of a language in a
given situation. The EVT model supports that expectations can be violated verbally [3] and this violation may
cause a surprise within the individual. Expectations of verbal language that may lead to surprise may include
but are not limited to, expletives, shouts, screams, and gasps. The aforementioned expectations of verbal
language are more closely associated to negative expectancies of surprise, but positive surprise can occur from
verbal interaction as well. A positive violation of expectations that could result in a positive surprise may
include a low credibility source making a persuasive argument that leads to the change of beliefs or emotions
thus enhancing the speakers credibility. The act of being persuaded by said speaker can also elicit a positive
surprise, as an individual may have perceived the speaker as having too low of a credibility to elicit change
and the change of beliefs or emotion then causes surprise. The main function of surprise or the startle response
is to interrupt an ongoing action and reorient attention to a new, possibly significant event. There is an
automatic redirection of focus to the new stimuli and, for a brief moment, this causes tenseness in the muscles,
especially the neck muscles. Studies show that this response happens extremely fast, with information in this
case a loud noise reaching the pons within 3 to 8 ms and the full startle reflex occurring in less than two tenths
of a second. This response generally has a negative valance in terms of surprise. Surprise has one core
appraisal-appraising something as new and unexpected-but new appraisals can shift the experience of surprise
to another. Appraising an event as new predicts surprise, but the appraisal of the coping mechanism predicts
the response beyond surprise, such as confusion or interest. This does not necessarily mean that an individual,
for instance, will not be surprised during the jump scene of a scary movie, it implies that the individual may
expect the jump scene due to familiarity with scary movies, thus lowering the level of surprise. See also[ edit ]
This " see also " section may contain an excessive number of suggestions. Please ensure that only the most
relevant links are given, that they are not red links , and that any links are not already in this article.
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Element of surprise definition is - the unexpected or surprising character of something. How to use element of surprise in
a sentence. the unexpected or surprising character of something.

He invited a bunch of us down for a drink and talk. He turned out to be a murdering, drunken, pathetic loser.
He called us "pussies" because we did not drink much. That only made me not drink at all. All of us were
totally disappointed. I learned a lot in the introduction about becoming a SEAL. It is a six-month onslaught.
All it takes to leave is throwing down your helmet and saying, "I quit. Officers were trained WITH the enlisted
personnel. Other military units trained the officers separately. And they were expected to take all criticisms
without a hint of resentment. SEALS were known as the "men with green faces. They were never tired, never
slept, never ate. Then the story begins. No professional should be drunk on the job. So I am torn between
calling them unprofessional or not based on that issue. The pervasive racism disgusted me. Racial slurs are
everywhere. Good training should teach decency and humanity. Instead he learned to view the enemy as less
than human. He treats civilian Vietnamese almost the same way. He is often cruel and disrespectful. One time
he practiced shooting blue swallows until a "hell of a pile of dead swallows" were on the ground. He watched
what he ate to avoid burping and farting while out on a mission. I was often ready to throw the book away. I
think that such ideas are total nonsense. I have met many great professional soldiers who fought in combat
who had no such feelings. They treated their enemies as human beings. As a result, they were able to avoid
any unnecessarily vile abuses on the battlefield. That applies to both "sides. Military history fans
Recommended to Jason by: Collected from his experiences and also drawn on the memories of his fellow
SEAL team members, Young describes dangerous operations in waist-deep water hunting down and hiding
from an elusive and lethal enemy. The area, weapons, tactics, and personalities around him are explored, and
he offers his own observations limited to his viewpoint at the time on the innocent civilians, the enemy forces,
and the conflict in general. He describes the missions, the people around him, his own attitudes at the time, the
weapons, the enemy, and the environment. The book is not organized very well, and sometimes it feels like
some events are being related out-of-order to satisfy the need to use it as an excuse to describe a weapon or
person that probably should have been described earlier. A lot of the writing is repetitive though Young
undoubtedly felt some of the missions were repetitive too. He frequently wonders why he is in Vietnam,
describes his dislike for the people, and plans to never come back. He does not tell the audience what his
feelings are when he published the book, twenty or so years after the conflict. If anyone is looking for insight
regarding the moods and social swings back in the United States, and how it influenced fighting men in
Vietnam, this is the wrong book. Young only spends a couple of sentences on his own history prior to SEAL
training, and does not once mention the protests or opposition to the war back home, even though he relates
his own confusion about American involvement after seeing how unmotivated many South Vietnamese people
were to fight for their freedom. Young trained with several of the people he served with, and the ones who
receive the most attention are Weber, Reeves, and Bruce. The motivations and relationships of the others
around him are never explored, and not much time is spent describing any deeper bond except hard training,
narrow escapes, and parties when they were away from the field. Some unique operations are mentioned near
the end, but only in passing. It would have been nice if he focused more on these such as missions where they
dressed in enemy gear instead of the time spent describing operations that were virtually identical to each
other. The missions are different too. A fair amount of time is also spent relating the off time, parties, and
relaxation Young participated in. Without going into too much detail, he is open about at least some of his
sexual exploits with Vietnamese prostitutes, and how marijuana helped him get through his six months.
Sometimes he spends too much time justifying this particular habit instead of moving on. The weapons and
equipment of both SEALs and their enemy, including firearms, boats, rocket launchers, clothing, etc. Young is
literate and can describe things clearly, though there were a couple of editing errors in the Kindle edition I
read. Problems reside in the larger layout. The book reads like the author recorded most of it, recalling
memories and sensations from memory, and thus there is a lot of stuff that is repeated over and over and over
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again in sentences that are almost identical to ones that the reader has already read. In short, the organization
of the book is jumbled.
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The Element of Surprise is the fourth studio album by American rapper E, released August 11, on Jive and Sick Wid It
Records. The album features production by Ant Banks, Bosko, Mike Mosley, Rick Rock, Sam Bostic, Studio Ton & Tone
Capone.

These people have all left. The element of surprise. There is no question that China poses unique challenges to
the trading system that the American government must address. But most past investigations have begun with
one common critical feature: This gave time for not only the public to weigh inâ€”to potentially alter the scope
of the protectionâ€”but also for businesses and workers to make contingency plans if trade barriers were
ultimately enacted. For one, he is not waiting for industries to request protection. He is imposing it himself,
wanted or not. But Trump is also demanding investigations under separate and little-used US trade laws that
allow him greater secrecy and authority than America is used to. Under these laws, Trump gets to decide what
products and countries are hit with protection, when they are hit, and when the public is to be told the details.
All of these restrictions could be imposed as early as May. And the foreign sources that Trump ultimately
punished with tariffsâ€”including military allies such as Japan, Taiwan, and Turkeyâ€”were finalized less than
12 hours before the tariffs went into effect in March. In a world of just-in-time production, this was well after
the cargo ships had left the foreign port. A short turnaround between product announcement and tariffs means
countervailing political forces have little time to mobilize. But it is also counterproductive. And lengthy
supply chains mean many American companies will only discover the hard way their costs have gone up.
Visibly striking is that it includes howitzers, grenade launchers, helicopters, satellites, and spacecraftâ€”which
conjures up a frightening image about trade with Beijing. But that was a bit of tariff subterfuge; an
investigation of the data reveals the United States imported zero of that military equipment from China in ,
despite their making the list. Hidden in plain sight on the list was something much more economically
frightening. Most of those types of products go into something bigger and better being made by Americans.
And especially for those on the list, the imports from China are nowhere near zero. Product categories based
on Broad Economic Categories BEC classifications, concorded to trade data matched to 1, products. It goes
against decades of government work to lower trade barriers so Americans have easy access to low-cost,
high-quality components. This is a basic competitiveness strategy for any government that wants to encourage
companies to invest locally and employ more American workers to create valuable products. That would be
bad enough. President Trump may be using this tactic to avoid political pushback. But his sneak-attack tariffs
are likely to turn out an unwelcome and startling disruption for the very same American businesses and
workers he claims to be trying to help. With Soumaya Keynes of the Economist, he hosts Trade Talks , a
weekly podcast on the economics of international trade policy. Follow him on Twitter ChadBown.
Chapter 4 : Elements of Surprise â€” Vera Tobin | Harvard University Press
Product Features This shirt says, Boo the element of surprise, with 3 elements that.

Chapter 5 : The Element of Surprise by Darryl Young
The heaviest element that exists in usable quantities on Earth, californium is surprisingly able to covalently bond with
borate, dramatically altering the electronic characteristics of the.

Chapter 6 : The Last Shadow Puppets - The Element Of Surprise Lyrics | MetroLyrics
Provided to YouTube by Sony Music Entertainment The Element Of Surprise (Explicit) Â· E The Element Of Surprise
â„— Zomba Recording LLC Composer, Lyricist: Earl Stevens Mixing Engineer.
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Chapter 7 : Element Of Surprise | Definition of Element Of Surprise by Merriam-Webster
"The element of surprise" occurs when something totally unexpected occurs in many situations - overtaking someone for
criminal purposes like a robbery or kidnapping and usually from either a total stranger or a close relationship partner.

Chapter 8 : The element of surprise
This comic is now concluded, and I am hard at work on the short bonus stories! Thanks for reading! In an unnamed city
in an unnamed state somewhere in America's"rust belt", two men meet.

Chapter 9 : TOP 25 ELEMENT OF SURPRISE QUOTES | A-Z Quotes
Surprise (pronunciation (help Â· info)) is a brief mental and physiological state, a startle response experienced by
animals and humans as the result of an unexpected event.
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